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Abstract
This paper studies the Hausdor dimensions of random non-self-similar fractals. Here, we
obtain the Hausdor dimensional estimates of random net fractals generated by random contrac-
tions (including random transformation contraction and random ratio contraction). In addition,
we give the denition of a random cookie-cutter set in R1 and obtain its dimension formula.
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0. Introduction
The term fractal was introduced by Mandelbrot for sets with a highly irregular
structure including all sets of non-integer Hausdor dimension. Mandelbrot and others
have used such sets to model various physical phenomena (Mandelbrot, 1982; Barnsley,
1988). But, natural phenomena are complex and sometimes they are better modelled by
random sets, so random fractals have aroused people’s great interest. In the beginning
of the 1980s, there has been a huge literature on self-similar random sets that appear
in the study of self-similar processes such as stable processes and fractional Brownian
motion (for example, as the range or level sets of such processes). (A good place to
start for stable processes is the review article, Fristedt, 1974.) With the deepening of
the study of fractal geometry, there have been more papers concerning fractal properties
like multifractal spectrum, Hausdor dimensions, etc., e.g. Arbeiter (1991), Falconer
(1986), Graf (1987), Graf et al. (1988), Mauldin and Williams (1986), Olsen (1994),
Patzschke and Zahle (1990), Tsujii (1989, 1991) and Tohoki and Tsujii (1989). But,
in all these papers the investigations were restricted to random self-similar sets.
However, under many cases it is necessary to consider sets which are only generated
by contractive maps and their Hausdor dimensions, for example, the study of the
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equation for transport phenomena in random media (Giona and Roman, 1992). In this
paper, we investigate a class of random fractals, called by random net fractals, which
are wider than random self-similar fractals.
The main aim of this paper is to give the Hausdor dimensional estimates of random
net fractals. Since random net fractals are dierent from random self-similar fractals
and the former is more complex than the latter, it is necessary to deal with them by
using a special technique. But, if we use the Falconer’s way, we cannot obtain better
results. Therefore, we use the idea in Mauldin and Williams (1986) and Billingsley
(1965) to study the Hausdor dimensions of random net fractals. Moreover, under the
weaker than Falconer’s (1986) conditions we obtain the same result as Falconer.
The paper is divided into four sections. Section 1 gives the denition of a random net
fractal and some notations. Section 2 denes a random construction measure and gives
some properties. Section 3 proves the Hausdor dimensional formulas of random net
fractals. Section 4 denes a random cookie-cutter set in R1 and gives its dimensional
estimate.
1. Random net fractals
In this section, we rst give some denitions and notations used in this paper.
1.1. Sequences and trees
Let  = (i1; i2; : : : ; in) be a sequence of positive integers and let jj = n denote the
length of the sequence. For  = (i1; i2; : : : ; in), jk = (ii; : : : ; ik); k6n, denotes the
sequence obtained by restricting  to its rst k terms. If 0 = (i01; : : : ; i
0
q), then ; 
0 is
the sequence (i1; : : : ; in; i01; : : : ; i
0
q) obtained by juxtaposition. Write   to mean that
the sequence  is an extension of , that is  = ; 0 for some sequence 0. We adopt
a similar convention if  is an innite sequence of positive integers and suppose the
null sequence ;  for any sequence .
A tree is a collection I of nite sequences of positive integers such that 2I
implies that 0 2I for any 0 . The sequences of I may be identied with the
vertices of a directed graph with  joined to ; i in the obvious way. Write
Ik = f2I: jj = kg
for the set of sequences of length k, and
N () = #fi: ; i2Ig
for the number of outgoing edges from the vertex  in the graph of I. Let ~I be the
set of innite sequences  such that 2I for every nite curtailment  . We allow
N () = 0, but always assume that N ()<1.
Remark. We always assume that the tree used in this paper is a random tree repre-
senting a branching process, that is, a typical individual 2I has N () ‘ospring’,
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where N (), 2I, are i.i.d. Moreover, the ospring of  may be labelled as (; 1); : : : ;
(; N ()).
1.2. Random net fractals
Fix a Euclidean space Rm and a compact subset I of Rm such that I = cl(int I).
Write j  j for the diameter of subsets of Rm. Let (
;F; P) be a probability space. For
each !2
, let
I(!) = fI(!): 2Ig
be a family of random compact subsets of Rm satisfying the following properties:
(1) I;(!) = I for almost all !2
;
(2) for almost all !2
 and for every 2I, I;1(!); : : : ; I; N!()(!) are non-over-
lapping compact subsets of I(!) (A and B non-overlapping means int A\ int B =
;);
(3) The random vectors T = (t;1 : : : ; t; N ()), 2I, are i.i.d., where t; i(!) =
jI;i(!)j=jI(!)j if jI(!)j 6= ;;
(4) for almost all !2
 and for every 2I, if I; i(!) 6= ;, then I; i(!) is geomet-
rically similar to I(!).
Dene the random set K(!) by
K(!) =
1\
k=0
[
2Ik
I(!):
Under the properties (1){(3) the set K(!) is called a random net fractal. Under
the properties (1){(4), the set K(!) is called a random self-similar fractal.
1.3. The state of random net fractals K(!)
Now we discuss the state of a random net fractal K(!) by the branching process.
Lemma 1.1. For each !2
; let Zn(!) =
P
2In N!().
(1) If E(N!(;))61; then either K(!) = ; a.s. or K(!) is a point a.s.
(2) If E(N!(;))> 1; then Zn(!)!1 a.s. and K(!) 6= ; a.s.
Proof. (1) For each !2
; fZn(!)g1n=0 is a Galton{Watson branching process. If
E(N!(;))61, then either there exists a positive integer M such that 2In; n>M;
N!() = 0 a.s. or it is trivial, i.e. N!() = 1 a.s. for all 2I (Harris, 1963; Athreya
and Ney, 1972). Since for each n;
S
2In I(!) is a nite union of compact sets and
thus either K(!) = ; a.s. or K(!) is a point a.s.
(2) If E(N!(;))> 1, then Zn(!) ! 1 a.s. (n ! 1) (Harris, 1963; Athreya and
Ney, 1972). By the intersection property of a nested sequence of non-empty compact
sets, one can get
T1
n=0
S
2In I(!) 6= ; a.s.
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2. Auxiliary random variables and their properties
To get our results for the Hausdor dimension estimates of random net fractals, we
need to discuss some auxiliary random variables.
Let K(!) be a random net fractal (see Section 1.2). For any n2N and !2
, let
Fk denote the -algebra of subsets of 
:
Fn = (Fn−1;N!(): 2In−1; jI;i(!)j : 16i6N!());
where
F1 = (N!(;); jIi(!)j : 16i6N!(;))
and assume that
W1
i=1FiF. Without loss of generality, we always assume that
jI j = 1. For almost all !2
 and for every 2I, we dene the random variable
B(!) by
B(!) = jI(!)j =
jjY
n=1
tjn(!):
For convenience, write
N () = N!(); N (;) = N!(;):
In this section, we suppose that for almost all !2
,
Bjn(!)! 0 (n!1) if  = (i1; i2; : : :)2 ~I (2.1)
and for s> 0,
E
N (;)X
i=1
t si (!) = 1: (2.2)
Lemma 2.1. For any !2
 and for each k 2N, we have
(1) E(
P
2Ik B
s
(!)jFk−1) =
P
2Ik−1 B
s
(!)E
PN (;)
i=1 t
s
i (!);
(2) E
P
2Ik B
s
(!) = (E
PN (;)
i=1 t
s
i (!))
k ;
(3) limk!1
P
2Ik B
s
(!) = X (!) a.s., where X (!) is a bounded random variable,
(4) for any 2I, dene a random variable X(!) by
X(!) = lim
n!1 S; n(!); (2.3)
where
S;n(!) =
X
2In
nY
k=1
t s; (jk)(!): (2.4)
Then X(!) exists a.s. and EX(!)61.
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Proof. (1) Note that B(!) is Fk−1-measurable for jj6k − 1; (t;1; : : : ; t; N ()) is in-
dependent of Fk−1 for jj = k − 1 and (t;1; : : : ; t; N ()) are i.i.d. Then
E
 X
2Ik
B s(!)jFk−1
!
= E
0
@ X
2Ik−1
Bs(!)
N ()X
i=1
t s;i(!)jFk−1
1
A
=
X
2Ik−1
Bs(!)E
 N ()X
i=1
t s; i(!)jFk−1
!
=
X
2Ik−1
Bs(!)E
N (;)X
i=1
t si (!):
(2) Iteration of (1) yields (2).
(3) From (1), (2) and Eq. (2.2), we obtain that fP2Ik B s(!);Fkg is a martingale
and thus by the martingale convergence theorem (Hall and Heyde, 1980) there exists
a real random variable X (!) such that
lim
k!1
X
2Ik
B s(!) = X (!) a:s:
(4) Since
E(S; n(!)jFn−1) =
X
2In−1
n−1Y
k=1
t s; (jk)(!)E
0
@N (; )X
j=1
ts;; j(!)jFn−1
1
A
= S; n−1(!)E
N (;)X
j=1
t sj (!) = S; n−1(!);
X(!) exists almost surely and EX(!)61 by the martingale convergence
theorem.
Now, with the aid of the technique of Mauldin and Williams (1986) we dene, for
almost all !, a bounded Borel measure ! on Rm such that
(a) ! has total mass X (!),
(b) !(K(!)) = X (!).
Let
Cc(Rm) = ff2C(Rm): f has compact supportg:
For f2Cc(Rm), consider the limit
lim
k!1
X
2Ik
f(x(!))Bs(!);
where x(!)2 I(!) when I(!) 6= ;.
Let

0 =
n
!2
 : 82I; X(!) exists and lim
n!1 jIjn(!)j = 0
o
:
From Lemma 2.1, X(!) exists a.s. Hence, P(
0) = 1.
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For any f2Cc(Rm) and p; q2N, write
p; q(!) =

X
2Ip
f(x(!))Bs(!)−
X
2Iq
f(x(!))Bs(!)
 ; !2
:
Fix k 2N and assume p; q>k. Then, for any !2
,
p; q(!) =

X
2Ik
B s(!)
0
@ X
02Ip−k
f(x; 0(!))
p−kY
j=1
t s; (0j j)(!)
−
X
02Iq−k
f(x; 0(!))
q−kY
j=1
ts; (0jj)(!)
1
A

6
X
2Ik
B s(!)
"
sup
02Ip−k
jf(x; 0(!))− f(x(!))jS;p−k(!)
+jf(x(!))jjS;p−k(!)− S;q−k(!)j
+ sup
02Iq−k
jf(x; 0(!))− f(x(!))jS; q−k(!)
#
6
X
2Ik
B s(!) diam (f(I(!)))(S;p−k(!) + S;q−k(!))
+kfk1jS;p−k(!)− S; q−k(!)j:
If !2
0, then
lim sup
p; q!1
p;q(!)6 2
X
2Ik
B s(!) diam (f(I(!)))X(!)
= 2 sup
2Ik
f(I(!))X (!):
Since f is continuous, limk!1 sup2Ik f(I(!)) = 0. Thus, limp; q!1 p; q(!) = 0 if
!2
0. That is, for almost all !, the limit limk!1
P
2Ik f(x(!))B
s
(!) exists.
Write
F!(f) = lim
k!1
X
2Ik
f(x(!))Bs(!): (2.5)
We have
Lemma 2.2. Suppose E(N (;))> 1. Then for all f2Cc(Rm) and for almost all
!; F!(f) is well dened and is a positive linear functional of norm X (!).
Proof. From the above discussion, F!(f) is well dened.
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Clearly, F!(f) is a positive linear functional. Moreover, for any f2Cc(Rm) so that
I f−1(1), we have
F!(f) = lim
n!1
X
2In
B s(!) = X (!):
By the denition of the norm we have kF!k = X (!).
By Lemma 2.2 and the Riesz representation theorem, for almost all !2
, there is
the Borel measure ! on Rm so that
F!(f) =
Z
Rm
f(x) d!(x): (2.6)
Lemma 2.3. Suppose E(N (;))> 1. Let A be a compact subset of Rm. Then
!(A) = lim
n!1
X
2In
I(!)\A6=;
Bs(!)X(!) a:s:
In fact,X
2In
I(!)\A6=;
Bs(!)X(!) # !(A) as n!1 a:s:
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 2.2, we know that for any !2
0; F!(f) is well
dened.
Fix !2
0 and k 2N. Let f be a continuous map of Rm into [0; 1] such that
f−1(1) = A and I(!)f−1(0) if 2Ik and I(!) \ A = ;. Then
!(A)6
Z
Rm
f d! = lim
n!1
X
2In
f(x(!))Bs(!)
= lim
n!1
X
2Ik
X
02In−k
f(x; 0(!))Bs; 0(!)
= lim
n!1
2
66664
X
2Ik
I(!)\ A6=;
X
02In−k
f(x; 0(!))Bs; 0(!)
3
77775
+
2
66664
X
2Ik
I(!)\ A=;
X
02In−k
f(x; 0(!))Bs; 0(!)
3
77775
6 lim
n!1
X
2Ik
I(!)\A6=;
X
02In−k
B s;0(!)
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using Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). By the denition of B(!) and Lemma 2.1(4) we have
lim
n!1
X
2DIk
X
02In−k
B s; 0(!) =
X
2DIk
lim
n!1
X
02In−k
B s(!)
n−kY
m=1
t s; (0jm)(!)
=
X
2DIk
B s(!)X(!):
Hence,
!(A)6
X
2Ik
I(!)\ A6=;
Bs(!)X(!): (2.7)
Note that, for any 2I and !2
0,
Bs(!)X(!) =
N ()X
j=1
Bs; j(!)X; j(!): (2.8)
Therefore
X
2Ik
I(!)\ A6=;
Bs(!)X(!) =
X
2Ik
I(!)\ A6=;
N ()X
j=1
Bs; j(!)X;j(!)
>
X
2Ik+1 ;I(!)\ A6=;
Bs(!)X(!):
By monotonicity, we can let
!(A) = lim
n!1
X
2In
I(!)\ A6=;
Bs(!)X(!):
Suppose B is a compact subset of Rm with B \ A = ;. Then there exists k 2N such
that if 2Ik , then I(!) meets at most one of A and B by Eq. (2.1). Note X (!) =P
2Ik B
s
(!)X(!).
Then X
2Ik
(A[B)\ I(!) 6=;
Bs(!)X(!)6X (!)
and
!(A) + !(B)6X (!): (2.9)
Further,
!(A) + !(B)6!(A) + !(B)6!(A) + !(B)6X (!)
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by Eqs. (2.7) and (2.9). Choose a sequence of compact sets B1B2    Ac such that
!(Bn) " !(Ac). We get
X (!) = !(A) + !(Ac)6!(A) + !(Ac)6X (!):
This implies !(A) = !(A).
By Lemma 2.3 and by Theorem 3.3 in Mauldin and Williams (1986), we immedi-
ately obtain:
Lemma 2.4. Suppose E(N (;))> 1. Then !(K(!)) = X (!) a.s.
Theorem 2.5. Suppose E(N (;))> 1. Then X (!)> 0: a.s.
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, if E(N (;))> 1; then P(Zn(!)!1) = 1: Let P(X (!)> 0) =
. Note that X (!) =
P
2In B
s
(!)X(!) and X(!) has the same distribution as X (!).
For each n and q2N, we rst prove
P(X (!) = 0 and Zn(!)>q)6(1− )qP(Zn(!)>q): (2.10)
Let Dn = f2In: B(!)> 0g and F is a nite subset of In. Then
P(X (!) = 0 and F = Dn) = P(X(!) = 0 for 2F and F = Dn)
= (1− )#FP(Dn = F):
Now, inequality (2.10) follows by summing over nite F such that #F>q and using
(1− )#F6(1− )q.
From Eq. (2.10), we get
P(X (!)> 0)>P(X (!)> 0 and Zn(!)>q)>[1− (1− )q]P(Zn(!)>q) (2.11)
by simply calculating. Note that P(Zn(!)>q) ! P(Zn(!) ! 1) a.s. Let n ! 1 in
Eq. (2.11) and then let q!1, we get
P(X (!)> 0)>P(Zn(!)!1) = 1:
Therefore, X (!)> 0. a.s.
Theorem 2.6. Suppose E(N (;))> 1. Then E(X q(!))<1 a.s. for all q2 (0;1).
Proof. It suces to show the assertion for integer q. Let Sn(!) =
P
2In B
s
(!). By
induction we shall show that there exists Aq such that E(S
q
n (!))6Aq for all n> 0.
If q = 1, by Lemma 2.1 and Eq. (2.2), E(Sn(!)) = (E
PN (;)
i=1 t
s
i (!))
n = 1 for all
n> 0.
If q> 1; we split Sn(!) into
Sn(!) =
N (;)X
i=1
tsi (!)Si; n−1(!) =
N (;)X
i=1
tsi (!)
X
2In−1
Bsi;(!);
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where Si; n are i.i.d. and independent of F1. Moreover, Si; n−1 have the same distribution
as Sn−1. Then
E(Sqn (!)) = E
0
@N (;)X
i=1
tsi (!)Si;n−1(!)
1
A
q
= E
N (;)X
i=1
tsqi (!)S
q
i;n−1(!) + E
X
(i1 ;:::; iq)2I(q)1
tsi1 (!)    tsiq(!)Si1 ; n−1(!)    Siq; n−1(!)
where I(q)i = f(i1; : : : ; iq)2f1; : : : ; N (;)gq : #fi1; : : : ; iqg> 1g: By the independence of
Sij (!) and Sil(!) if ij 6= il and the boundedness of E(tsi1    tsiq) the second term is a
polynomial in ES1k (!); : : : ; ES
q−1
k (!);
E
X
(i1 ;:::; iq)2I(q)1
tsi1 (!)    tsiq(!)Si1 ; n−1(!)    Siq; n−1(!) = f(ES1n−1(!); : : : ; ESq−1n−1 (!));
where f does not depend on n. By induction we have ES1n−1(!)6A1; : : : ; ES
q−1
n−1 (!)
6Aq−1 and so E(f(ES1n−1(!); : : : ; ES
q−1
n−1 (!)))6 ~Aq. Therefore,
ESqn (!)6 E
N (;)X
i=1
tsqi (!)S
q
n−1(!) + ~Aq = E(S
q
n−1(!))  E
N (;)X
i=1
tsqi (!) + ~Aq
6
0
@E N (;)X
i=1
tsqi (!)
1
A
n−1
 E(Sq1 (!)) + ~Aq
n−2X
k=0
0
@E N (;)X
i=1
tsqi (!)
1
A
k
6 E(Sq1 (!)) + ~Aq
1X
k=0
0
@E N (;)X
i=1
tsqi (!)
1
A
k
= E(Sq1 (!)) +
~Aq
1− EPN (;)i=1 tsqi (!) = Aq;
since E
PN (;)
i=1 t
sq
i (!)< 1. By the martingale convergence theorem, from supn ES
q
n (!)
<1 we conclude EX q(!)<1 a.s.
3. Hausdor dimensions of random net fractals
In this section we give the Hausdor dimensional estimates of random net fractals.
3.1. We rst discuss random net fractals in the sense of Falconer (1986), which may
be regarded as random net fractals generated by random contractive ratios.
Let K(!) be a random net fractal. It was shown in Falconer (1986) that if, in
addition to properties (1){(3) in Section 1.2, the following assumptions are satised:
(a) jIjn(!)j ! 0 (n!1) if  = (i1; i2; : : :)2 ~I;
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(b) there is a constant a> 0 such that ajI(!)j6jI;i(!)j6jI(!)j if ; i2I;
(c) there is , independent of , such that inradius (I(!))>jI(!)j (2I); then
K(!) = ; with probability q, and dimK = d with probability 1 − q; where d =
minfs: EPN (;)i=1 tsi61g:
Now we get the same result under weaker conditions; namely, under the conditions
(a) and (1){(3) in Section 1.2.
Theorem 3.1. Let K(!) be a random net fractal. If the conditions (a) and
(1){(3) in Section 1.2 are satised, then K(!) = ; with probability q; and dimK = d
with probability 1− q; where q is the unique nonnegative solution less than 1 of the
equation x =
P1
k=0 P(N (;) = k)xk and d is the solution of the expectation equation
E
PN (;)
i=1 t
d
i = 1.
Proof. For any !2
, if the branching process becomes extinct, then K(!) = ; and
the extinction probability equals q by the result in Harris (1963) or Athreya and Ney
(1972). Otherwise, either K(!) = a point or K(!) 6= ; and is not a point. The rst
case is obvious. Now we assume that the last case holds. By Lemma 2.1, E(N (;))> 1
and the process does not become extinct.
It is easy to see that
PN (;)
i=1 t
d
i is strictly decreasing in d, so that E
PN (;)
i=1 t
d
i (!) = 1
has a unique solution.
By the discussion in Section 2 there is a random construction measure ! such that,
for any compact set A
!(A) = lim
n!1
X
2In
I(!)\ A6=;
jI(!)jdX(!) a:s:;
where
X(!) = lim
n!1 S; n(!) = limn!1
X
2In
nY
k=1
td; (jk)(!)
and X (!) = X;(!).
Since fI(!): 2Ikg is a natural cover of K(!), we get
Hd(K(!))6 lim
k!1
X
2Ik
jI(!)jd = X (!)<1 a:s:
by (a) and Lemma 2.1(3). Thus dimK(!)6d a.s.
On the other hand, from Lemma 2.3 and Eq. (2.8) we have
!(Ijk(!)) = lim
n!1
X
2In
I(!)\Ijk (!)6=;
jI(!)jdX(!)
= lim
n!1
X
2In
jIjk;(!)jd  Xjk;(!)
= jIjk(!)jdXjk(!)
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Fix c> 0 and <d. For any q> 0 and 2I, by Theorem 2.6 we have
P(jI(!)jdX(!)>cjI(!)j)6E[jI(!)j
(d−)qX(!)q]
cq
=
1
cq
E(jI(!)j(d−)q)E(X q (!)) =
1
cq
E(jI(!)j(d−)q)E(X q(!))
since X(!) has the same distribution as X (!). Hence,
X
2In
P(jI(!)jdX(!)>cjI(!)j)6 1cq  E(X
q(!))E
X
2In
jI(!)j(d−)q
=
E(X q(!))
cq
0
@E N (;)X
i=1
t(d−)qi (!)
1
A
n
;
by Lemma 2.1. Choose q0 such that E
PN (;)
i=1 t
(d−)q0
i (!)< 1. Then
1X
n=0
P(9 2 In s:t: jI(!)jdX(!)>cjI(!)j)
6
1X
n=0
E(X q0 (!))
cq0
0
@E N (;)X
i=1
t(d−)q0i
1
A
n
<1:
By the Borel{Cantelli lemma, we have
P(9M! s:t: n>M! if 2In; then jI(!)jdX(!)6cjI(!)j) = 1:
So we can x ! such that ! is well dened and for which there is M! 2N such that
if 2In; n>M!, then
jI(!)jdX(!)6cjI(!)j a:s:
Hence
log !(Ijk(!))
log jIjk(!)j >
log [cjIjk(!)j]
log jIjk(!)j =
log c
log jIjk(!)j +  a:s:
if k is enough large. But,
j log cj6c + 1
c
(0<c<1):
Then log c= log jIjk(!)j ! 0 a.s. (as k !1) and thus with probability one
lim inf
k!1
log !(Ijk(!))
log jIjk(!)j >:
Therefore with probability one
lim inf
k!1
log !(Ijk(!))
log jIjk(!)j >d:
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By Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.5 !(K(!)) = X (!)> 0 a.s. We conclude dimK(!)>d
a.s. by the Kinney{Pitcher{Billingsley theorem (Billingsley, 1965).
Remark. (1) If the situation we consider becomes the non-random setting, our result
coincides with the corresponding result in Falconer (1990) and Barnsley and Demko
(1985).
(2) As a further special case, if there exists a constant N such that N () = N for
all 2I and for all !2
, and ; is distributed as point mass at (t1; : : : ; tN ); where
t1; : : : ; tN > 0, then Theorem 3.1 implies K has the Hausdor dimension , where 
satises the equation
PN
i=1 t

i = 1. This result was proved by Moran (1946).
3.2. The Hausdor dimensional estimates of random net fractals satisfying the follow-
ing contractive conditions.
Assume that, for 2I; d(!) and c(!) are random variables and both the random
vectors (d;1; : : : ; d; N ()) and (c;1; : : : ; c; N ()); 2I, are i.i.d. Moreover,
d; i(!)6jI; i(!)j=jI(!)j6c;i(!) (3.1)
if I(!) 6= ;.
We also assume that, for almost all !2
,
sup
2In
jI(!)j ! 0 (n!1) (3.2)
and d;i(!)> 0 if jI;i(!)j 6= 0:
Theorem 3.2. For any !2
; let K(!) be a random net fractal (see Section 1.2).
Under the conditions (3.1) (3.2) we have K(!) = ; with probability q and t6dim
K(!)6s with probability 1−q; where q is the unique non-negative solution less than 1
of the equation x =
P1
k=0 P(N (;) = k)xk ; t and s are the solutions of the expectation
equations E
PN (;)
i=1 d
t
i(!) = 1 and E
PN (;)
i=1 c
s
i (!) = 1; respectively.
Proof. The proof of upper bounds is the same as Theorem 3.1.
To prove the lower bounds, replacing t(!) in Section 2 by d(!) one can show
that, for any compact set A, the corresponding random construction measure is
!(A) = lim
n!1
X
2In
I(!)\A6=;
D(!)tY(!) a:s:
where
Y(!) = lim
n!1
X
2In
nY
k=1
dt;(jk)(!)
and D(!) = dj1(!)   dkj(!). Write Y (!) = Y;(!). Similarly, one can obtain
!(K(!)) = Y (!)> 0 a:s: and !(I(!)) = D(!)tY(!) a:s:
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Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 one can obtain, for any xed c> 0 and < t,
if 2In, n is enough large, then D(!)tY(!)6cD(!)6cjI(!)j due to (3.1).
Following the last steps in Theorem 3.1 one can get dimK(!)>t:
3.3. The Hausdor dimensional estimates of random net fractals generated by random
contractive transformations.
Let Con denote the set of all contractive transformations in Rm. For each !2
, let
(!) = f(!):  2 I; (!)2Con and
b(!)jx − yj6j(!; x)− (!; y)j6c(!)jx − yjg
be a family of random contractive transformations satisfying the following properties:
(1) ;(!) = id for almost all !2
;
(2) for almost all !2
 and for every 2I; ; i(!)(I) and ; j(!)(I); i 6= j; are
non-overlapping compact subsets of I ;
(3) for every 2I; suppose N (); b and c are random variables (06b < 1 and
06c < 1). Moreover, the random vectors
(b;1; : : : ; b; N ()) and (c; 1; : : : ; c; N ());
2I, are i.i.d., respectively.
Let
I(!) = j1(!)      kj(!)(I):
Dene the random fractal K(!) by
K(!) =
1\
k=0
[
2Ik
I(!):
Then the set K(!) is called a random net fractal generated by a family (!) of random
contractive transformations.
By the similar steps as mentioned above we can obtain
Theorem 3.3. Let K(!) be a random net fractal generated by a family (!) of
random contractive transformations. Then K(!) = ; with probability q and t6
dimK(!)6s with probability 1− q; where q is the unique non-negative solution less
than 1 of the equation x =
P1
k=0 P(N (;) = k)xk ; t and s are the solutions of the
expectations equations E
PN (;)
i=1 d
t
i(!) = 1 and E
PN (;)
i=1 c
s
i (!) = 1; respectively.
4. Random cookie-cutter sets in R
In Bedford (1989) or Ren et al. (to appear), they discussed the Hausdor dimensions
for cookie-cutter sets in R. Now we generalize them to the random setting.
Let E0R be a compact set with E0 = cl(int E0). Given a probability space
(
;F; P). Suppose that, for any !2
; f(!): 2Ig is a family of random trans-
formations satisfying
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(1) for almost all !2
 and 2I; ; i(!) : E0 ! ; i(E0) is a 1{1 onto mapping,
16i6N () and int(; i(E0)) \ int(; j(E0)) = ;; i 6= j; i; j;= 1; : : : ; N ().
(2) for almost all !2
 and 2I; (!; x)2C1+, i.e. there is constants c and
a such that kD(!; x)−D(!; y)k<cjx− yj and supx2E0 kD(!; x)k> 1=a> 1:
Write
E(!) = j1(!)   kj(!)(E0);
then C(!) =
T
k>0
S
2Ik E(!) is called a random cookie-cutter set.
By the Mean value theorem we can get
j(!; x)− (!; y)j = jD(!; z)(x − y)j; x; y2E0
for some z 2E0. Let
d(!) = inf x2E0kD(!; x)k and c(!) = sup
x2E0
kD(!; x)k: (4.1)
Then d(!)jx−yj6j(!; x)−(!; y)j6c(!)jx−yj and cj1    cjn ! 0 (n!1)
and thus sup2In jE(!)j ! 0 (n!1).
Using the results in Section 3 we have
Theorem 4.1. For any !2
 and 2I; suppose d(!) and c(!) satisfy Eq. 4.1.
Then the random cookie-cutter set C(!) are emptyset with probability q and t6
dimK(!)6s with probability 1− q; where q is the unique non-negative solution less
than 1 of the equation x =
P1
k=0 P(N (;) = k)xk ; t and q are unique solutions of the
expectation equations E(
PN (;)
i=1 d
t
i) = 1 and E(
PN (;)
i=1 c
s
i ) = 1; respectively.
Note. Theorem 4.1 is true for random cookie-cutter sets in Rm under some slightly
strong conditions.
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